The anticoagulant function of coagulation factor V
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Introduction

In 1947 Paul A. Owen discovered factor V (FV) and described it as a procoagulant protein that activates factor X (1). Over the following decades the function of FV was further investigated and redefined as the procoagulant non-enzymatic cofactor of activatedfactor X (FXa) (Fig. 1A). Readers interested in these developments are referred to this review (2), which describes the history of FV up to and including the discovery of APC resistance in 1993 (3). A common cause for APC resistance was found in a mutation of FV, carrier X (FXa) (4). Cleavage of non-activated FV at position 506 by APC is required for anticoagulant function. 2) The C-terminal part of the FV B domain is required and the B domain must have an intact connection with the A3 domain of FV. 3) FV must be bound to a negatively charged phospholipid membrane. 4) Protein S also needs to be present. 5) FV acts as a cofactor for inactivation of both FVa and FVIIa. 6) The prothrombotic function of FVLeiden is a function of both reduced APC cofactor activity and resistance of FVa to APC inactivation. However, detailed structural and mechanistic properties remain to be further explored.

Summary

Almost two decades ago an anticoagulant function of factor V (FV) was discovered, as an anticoagulant cofactor for activated protein C (APC). A natural mutant of FV in which the R506 inactivation site was mutated to Gln (FVLeiden) was inactivated slower by APC, but also could not function as anticoagulant cofactor for APC in the inactivation of activated factor VIII (FVIIa). This mutation is prevalent in populations of Caucasian descent, and increases the chance of thrombotic events in carriers. Characterisation of the FV anticoagulant effect has elucidated multiple properties of the anticoagulant function of FV: 1) Cleavage of FV at position 506 by APC is required for anticoagulant function. 2) The activated protein C, anticoagulant, APC resistance, factor V, protein S

The function of anticoagulant APC

APC is the central serine protease in the anticoagulant reactions. APC inactivates factors Va and VIIIa by limited proteolysis (Fig. 1B), cleaving FVa at positions R306, R506, and R679 (6), and FVIIa at positions R336 and R562 (7), resulting in inhibition of thrombin generation. Cleavage of FVa at R306 (slow) results in complete inactivation of the molecule, cleavage at R506 (fast) yields a partially active intermediate (8), and cleavage at R679 (∼1,000-fold slower than R306 cleavage [8]) has thus far not been attributed any physiological significance. FVIIIa is quickly inactivated by spontaneous dissociation of the A2 domain (9, 10), and by APC. Cleavage of FVIIIa by APC at R562 correlates well with loss of FVIIIa activity, and cleavage at R336 may stimulate A2 domain dissociation (7). In a FVIIIa variant in which spontaneous A2 domain dissociation was prevented with an engineered disulfide bridge, cleavage at R336 (fast) partially inactivated FVIIIa, and cleavage at R562 (slow) resulted in complete inactivation (11).

Similar to other coagulation serine proteases, APC has a cofactor that enhances its proteolytic activity: protein S. This non-enzymatic cofactor enhances FVa and FVIIa inactivation by APC, and has been well characterised in these reactions. Protein S stimulates APC cleavage of FV at R506 1– to 5-fold, and cleavage at R306 20– to 30-fold (12, 13). Binding of protein S to APC results in a change of conformation of APC, which apparently brings the active site
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closer to the membrane (14, 15). For FVa inactivation this may mean that the active site is now better positioned for cleavage of FVa at R306, which could explain why protein S stimulates cleavage at this site more than cleavage at R506. It is, however, not known if R306 is positioned closer to the membrane than R506. Therefore it was recently disputed that lowering the active site of APC specifically stimulated R306 cleavage. Furthermore, protein S also enhances cleavage at R506, which also argues against a selective effect towards R306 cleavage (16).

In FVIII inactivation, in the absence of A2 domain dissociation, protein S stimulates cleavage at R336 approximately six- to eight-fold, and cleavage at R562 8- to 60-fold (11, 17), although reaction rates of FVIIa inactivation are dependent on the experimental conditions and reagents used. FVIIa inactivation by APC when the A2 domain can dissociate showed slower cleavage rates, but the inactivation cleavages showed a similar pattern. Under these conditions cleavage rates may be underestimated due to the dissociation of the A2 domain (18). However, it is clear that in FVa and FVIII the slowest cleavages (R306 and R562, respectively) are enhanced more by protein S than the faster cleavages (R506 and R336, respectively) (11–13, 18).

The importance of the anticoagulant PC system is illustrated by an increased risk of venous thrombosis associated with heterozygous PC deficiency and severe thrombotic disease due to homozygous PC deficiency (19, 20). Furthermore, it is interesting that the concentration of thrombomodulin, which is of vital importance for PC activation, varies from 0.15 nM in the large vasculature to 500 nM in the microvasculature (21), the latter being the vessels where the majority of coagulation takes place, thereby locating PC activation to the site of active coagulation.

Individuals heterozygous for the G1691A mutation have an approximately five-fold increased risk for deep venous thrombosis, whereas in homozygous individuals the risk increase has been estimated at 80-fold (24, 30). The impact of FV anticoagulant function on thrombosis risk may be demonstrated by the very rare condition of pseudo-homozygous R506Q-FV, in which one allele carries the G1691A mutation, and the other allele carries a null mutation. Consequently, these individuals only have 50% of FV antigen in their blood, all of which is R506Q-FV (31–37). Normally heterozygous factor V deficiency is a risk for bleeding (38). Therefore, this heterozygous deficiency might be expected to counteract the thrombotic risk of heterozygous R506Q-FV. But in fact, pseudo-homozygosity results in a phenotype that is indistinguishable from homozygous R506Q-FV patients. In thrombin generation assays, pseudo-homozygous patient plasma may even be more thrombogenic than homozygous R506Q-FV patient plasma because of reduced plasma levels of tissue factor pathway inhibitor (39). Experiments measuring the APC sensitivity ratio of FV-deficient plasma, reconstituted with various combinations of normal FV and R506Q-FV showed that the APC resistance was not dependent on the absolute amount of R506Q-FV, but on the relative amount of normal FV (36, 37, 40). This is because normal FV is required for normal anticoagulant function of APC because of its anticoagulant cofactor activity. It is therefore likely that the loss of this anticoagulant FV function in pseudo-homozygous APC resistance contributes to a more thrombophilic phenotype demonstrating the physiologic relevance of the FV anticoagulant cofactor function (36, 37, 40).

G1691A appears to be a relatively young mutation in the human genome, as it is only found in European Caucasians, and not in other populations such as Asians, Africans, natives of Australia and the Americas, and the Inuit peoples. This suggests that the mutation first occurred after the European-Asian split that followed the ‘out-of-Africa exodus’, and has been estimated to be approximately 21,000 years old (41). Therefore most studies were aimed at this particular group, until the question was raised whether mutations at the other APC cleavage sites of FV also influenced the FV anticoagulant cofactor effect.

Naturally occurring mutations of the APC cleavage site R306 (FV Hong Kong R306G [42] and FV Cambridge R306T [43]) result in only mild APC resistance (44–46). Mutation at the third APC cleavage site in FV, at R679, has not been associated with decreased APC sensitivity (45). However, a recently discovered mutation E666D in a Chinese family with a history of venous thrombosis did show a slight APC resistance, and was suggested as a mild risk factor for thrombosis (47). Possibly the observed APC resistance was due to inhibition of cleavage at R679, however this is currently only speculation and remains to be confirmed.

Another FV mutant that results in the APC resistance phenotype is FV liverpool (1359T-FV) (48). This mutation can cause early onset of severe thrombophilia, and its functional characterisation is discussed further below. For a full history of the discovery of APC resistance, we would like to direct the reader to an excellent review on this topic (49). We will now focus on the mechanisms of the FV anticoagulant cofactor effect.

### APC resistance

With the discovery of APC resistance by Dahlbäck et al. in 1993 (3) a whole field of new research opportunities opened up, and was followed by a true explosion of publications on the subject. The APC resistance test that was developed initially was based on an activated partial thromboplastin time (APTT) clotting assay, measuring the clotting time of patient plasma in the presence and in the absence of APC. In approximately 20–60% of venous thrombosis patients APC failed to prolong the plasma clotting time, and these patients were therefore called APC resistant (22–25). Shortly after its discovery, APC resistance was shown to strongly correlate with the G1691A mutation in the FV gene (4, 26), which was found in over 90% of individuals with inherited APC resistance (4, 27). This mutation results in a change of Arg to Gln at position 506, in over 90% of individuals with inherited APC resistance (4, 27). With the G1691A mutation in the FV gene (4, 26), which was found after its discovery, APC resistance was shown to strongly correlate with the G1691A mutation, and the other allele carries a null mutation. Consequently, these individuals only have 50% of FV antigen in their blood, all of which is R506Q-FV (31–37). Normally heterozygous factor V deficiency is a risk for bleeding (38). Therefore, this heterozygous deficiency might be expected to counteract the thrombotic risk of heterozygous R506Q-FV. But in fact, pseudo-homozygosity results in a phenotype that is indistinguishable from homozygous R506Q-FV patients. In thrombin generation assays, pseudo-homozygous patient plasma may even be more thrombogenic than homozygous R506Q-FV patient plasma because of reduced plasma levels of tissue factor pathway inhibitor (39). Experiments measuring the APC sensitivity ratio of FV-deficient plasma, reconstituted with various combinations of normal FV and R506Q-FV showed that the APC resistance was not dependent on the absolute amount of R506Q-FV, but on the relative amount of normal FV (36, 37, 40). This is because normal FV is required for normal anticoagulant function of APC because of its anticoagulant cofactor activity. It is therefore likely that the loss of this anticoagulant FV function in pseudo-homozygous APC resistance contributes to a more thrombophilic phenotype demonstrating the physiologic relevance of the FV anticoagulant cofactor function (36, 37, 40).

G1691A appears to be a relatively young mutation in the human genome, as it is only found in European Caucasians, and not in other populations such as Asians, Africans, natives of Australia and the Americas, and the Inuit peoples. This suggests that the mutation first occurred after the European-Asian split that followed the ‘out-of-Africa exodus’, and has been estimated to be approximately 21,000 years old (41). Therefore most studies were aimed at this particular group, until the question was raised whether mutations at the other APC cleavage sites of FV also influenced the FV anticoagulant cofactor effect.

Naturally occurring mutations of the APC cleavage site R306 (FV Hong Kong R306G [42] and FV Cambridge R306T [43]) result in only mild APC resistance (44–46). Mutation at the third APC cleavage site in FV, at R679, has not been associated with decreased APC sensitivity (45). However, a recently discovered mutation E666D in a Chinese family with a history of venous thrombosis did show a slight APC resistance, and was suggested as a mild risk factor for thrombosis (47). Possibly the observed APC resistance was due to inhibition of cleavage at R679, however this is currently only speculation and remains to be confirmed.

Another FV mutant that results in the APC resistance phenotype is FV liverpool (1359T-FV) (48). This mutation can cause early onset of severe thrombophilia, and its functional characterisation is discussed further below. For a full history of the discovery of APC resistance, we would like to direct the reader to an excellent review on this topic (49). We will now focus on the mechanisms of the FV anticoagulant cofactor effect.
Mechanism of FV anticoagulant cofactor function

In the setting of an APTT assay, in which plasma clotting time is sensitive to both FVas and FVIIIa inactivation, it has been suggested that approximately 50% of R506Q-FV mediated APC resistance is due to the R506Q-FVa molecule being partially resistant to inactivation by APC, and approximately 50% is due to the absence of the FV cofactor effect for APC (40). This means that the absence of FV anticoagulant cofactor activity may be responsible for up to 50% of the increased risk of thrombotic events in homozygous R506Q-FV carriers.

FV was first described to stimulate the anticoagulant function of APC by acting as a cofactor for APC inactivation of FVIIIa in the presence of protein S (29, 50) (Fig. 1B). Protein S and FV together stimulated FVIIIa inactivation rates approximately 11-fold (51). This was the consequence of stimulation of FVIIIa cleavage at R336 by APC/protein S in the presence of FV by three- to four-fold, and stimulation of cleavage at R562 by seven- to eight-fold (11, 17). The APC resistant R506Q-FV, however, did not enhance FVIIIa inactivation (51, 52), which suggested that cleavage at the 506 position was required for the APC-cofactor effect of FV. This further explained why R506Q-FV caused APC resistance, a procoagulant phenotype, as R506Q-FVa is inactivated more slowly than wild-type FVa, and R506Q-FV lacks the anticoagulant cofactor activity for APC.

Recent experiments showed that anticoagulant FV also contributes to APC-mediated inactivation of FVas (Fig. 1B). This was demonstrated in plasma based clotting assays in which the clotting time was sensitive to only FVa inactivation, and not to FVIIIa inactivation. In this study titrations of FV into FV-deficient plasma resulted in increased clotting time and increased APC sensitivity ratio at higher FV concentrations, which suggested a concentration dependent anticoagulant effect of FV in a plasma-based clotting assay that measured FVa activity specifically (53). This suggests that FV anticoagulant function is a significant contributor to the APC inactivation of FVIIIa and of FVas. Given that FVIIIa spontaneously inactivates via dissociation of subunits, some researchers have suggested that APC inactivation of FVIIIa may not be physiologically relevant (50, 54). This would imply that FV APC cofactor activity may be more important for physiologic FVa inactivation than for physiologic FVIIIa inactivation. However, the FV anticoagulant cofactor effect for FVa inactivation by APC has only been shown in a plasma milieu and, due to the complexity of a plasma environment, will need to be confirmed in other settings.

A unique cleavage sequence is required to generate anticoagulant FV

Because both single chain FV and the procoagulant FVas can be cleaved by APC, it is important to distinguish between the consequences of the cleavages of these two APC substrates. Single chain FV is activated by thrombin through proteolysis at positions R709 at the end of the A2 domain, R1018 in the B domain, and R1545 at the end of the B domain (Fig. 2). This results in removal of the B domain and formation of the procoagulant hetero-
dimer FVa, consisting of a heavy chain (A1 and A2 domains) and a light chain (A3, C1 and C2 domains), which is stabilised by calcium ions. This procoagulant FVa molecule can subsequently be inactivated by APC through proteolysis at positions R306, R506 and R679, resulting in inactivated FVa (FVai). Single-chain FV can also be cleaved by APC at these same positions, creating the anticoagulant form of FV, referred to in Figure 2 as FV\(\Delta^{710–1476}\). The anticoagulant form of FV acts as a cofactor for APC and protein S in the inactivation of FVa and FVIIa. Cleavages at R306 and R679, do not affect the anticoagulant function of FV confirming that the R506 cleavage is critical for FV anticoagulant activity (50, 52). Furthermore, cleavage of the intact FV molecule at R306 appears to be faster than the cleavage at R506 (6, 55). This suggests that anticoagulant FV may already be fully proteolysed by APC when it acts as a cofactor for APC (50). Interestingly, cleavage of FV by APC does not seem to be influenced by protein S (50). How these cleavages alter the FV molecule and allow for the FV anticoagulant function to be expressed is currently not known.

The C-terminal part of the B-domain is mandatory for anticoagulant function

FV anticoagulant function requires that the C-terminal end of the B domain is present and attached to the A3 domain in the light chain. When FV is cleaved at position R1545 by thrombin during activation (Fig. 2), the B domain is separated from the light chain and the anticoagulant function of FV is permanently lost. The other thrombin cleavages in FV, at R709 and R1018, do not influence the FV anticoagulant effect (29, 50, 56). A FV mutant with the whole B domain deleted (FV\(\Delta^{710–1454}\)) lost all APC cofactor activity. However, FV with the C-terminal part of the B domain present (FV\(\Delta^{710–1476}\)) retained nearly full APC cofactor activity, which suggests that residues 1476–1545 are required for the anticoagulant cofactor effect of FV (56). The C-terminus of the B domain (287 residues) contains at least 20 repeats of a nine amino acid sequence, is very acidic, and has 8 potential N-linked glycosylation sites. Section 1476–1545 is still very acidic with 16 D/E residues out of 70 total, and has one potential glycosylation site, at N1531 (57, 58). Therefore, this may be (part of) a binding site on anticoagulant FV in an APC/protein S/FV-complex.

The presence of protein S is absolutely required for the anticoagulant function of factor V

Another requirement of the FV anticoagulant cofactor activity is the presence of protein S (29, 50). In the absence of protein S, FV has virtually no cofactor activity for APC. It is therefore important to closely examine the structure and known interactions of protein S in this system, which may elucidate part of the mechanism by which FV exerts its anticoagulant effect.

Protein S consists of a Gla domain, a thrombin sensitive region (TSR), four EGF domains, and a sex hormone-binding globulin (SHBG) domain (59, 60). A binding site for protein S on APC has been located to residues 35 to 39 in the Gla domain of APC, with L38 as most important residue (61–63). An important binding site for APC on protein S was found in the region around residue D95 in the EGF1 domain of protein S (64). Other studies have suggested that the protein S Gla domain (65), thrombin sensitive region (66–69), the EGF1 domain (66, 68, 70), EGF2 domain (71), and even EGF3 and EGF4 (68, 72) are also involved in the in the APC – protein S interaction. These studies imply an extended binding site between protein S and APC.

Protein S is found in plasma at approximately 350 nM, of which approximately 60% is bound to the β-chain of C4b-binding protein (C4BP) (73, 74). This is a very high affinity interaction that is calcium-dependent (73, 75), and involves the SHBG-like domain of protein S (76–78). Free (unbound) protein S is the primary anticoagulant cofactor for APC. However, C4BP-bound protein S does not enhance cleavage of FVa at residue R306 ~10-fold, but it also inhibits cleavage at R506 three- to four-fold, resulting in an overall six- to eight-fold reduced FVa inactivation rate compared with APC bound to free protein S (79). Additionally, C4BP-bound protein S retains full APC cofactor activity in the inactivation of FVIIa in the absence of FV (80).

However, C4BP-bound protein S does not support FV anticoagulant function (51). This may be because the SHBG-like domain of protein S is necessary for the FV anticoagulant activity (81, 82). A truncated protein S variant in which the SHBG-like domain was absent (‘mini-protein S’) expressed normal APC cofactor activity in purified FVa and FVIIa inactivation assays, but did not support the APC cofactor activity of FV in the FVIIa inactivation reaction (80, 81). Also, replacement of the protein S SHBG-like domain with the homologous domain of growth arrest-specific protein 6 (Gas6) resulted in the abolition of the FV cofactor activity (82). These studies suggest that the anticoagulant form of FV interacts with the SHBG-like domain of protein S. To speculate on this, it is conceivable that cleavage of FV at R506 opens up a binding site for the SHBG-like domain of protein S, that may involve the negatively charged C-terminal section of the FV B domain, and possibly other regions on FV that have not yet been identified.

The glycosylation status of FV may affect the anticoagulant function

The glycosylation status of FV may also play a role in the anticoagulant function. There are 37 potential glycosylation sites on FV, nine on the heavy chain, 25 in the B domain, and three in the light chain (57, 58, 83). Partial removal of N-linked carbohydrates enhanced FV susceptibility to APC cleavage, and increased the APC sensitivity ratio in an APTT assay when added to FV-deficient plasma. The increase of APC sensitivity ratio may be explained by either an increase in FV anticoagulant activity, or an increase of FVa proteolytic inactivation by APC, or both. Whether FVs is in-
deed more sensitive to APC after mild deglycosylation is at this point not clear, as contradictory results have been published (84, 85). To date, the function of individual N-linked carbohydrates in FV anticoagulant cofactor function has not been investigated.

FV is found in two forms in plasma which differ in the glycosylation status at N2181 in the C2 domain, and are designated FV1 (with N2181 glycosylation) and FV2 (without). FV1 was shown to have decreased binding affinity for negatively charged phospholipid membranes, decreased activity in the protrombinase complex, and reduced sensitivity to inactivation by APC (86–89). Furthermore, FV1 had significantly reduced activity as APC anticoagulant cofactor, both in plasma clotting assays and in the setting of a purified FVIIa inactivation assay (51). These studies indicate that the anticoagulant cofactor function of FV is phospholipid-dependent.

Mutation of Ile at position 359 in FV to Thr (FV_{Liverpool}) (48) creates a glycosylation consensus sequence for glycosylation at N357. The presence of a bulky carbohydrate at this position was shown to inhibit R306 cleavage in FVa, but did not affect cleavage at R506 in FVα (90). Furthermore, FV_{Liverpool} showed no anticoagulant cofactor activity for APC/protein S in the inactivation of FVIIa in a purified assay (90). Whether R506 cleavage, which is required for the anticoagulant cofactor activity, is affected in FV{Liverpool} is currently unknown. The three-dimensional-structure model of FVα (91) shows that N357 is located on the ‘backside’ of the FV heavy chain and is therefore relatively distant from R306 and R506.

The FV R2 haplotype may affect anticoagulant activity of FV

The FV R2 haplotype represents a collection of mutations in the FV gene, M385T (92), H1299R (93), M1736V (94), and D2194G (92), which may be related to reduced levels of FV in plasma (93, 95–97) and mild resistance to APC (40, 98, 99) in homozygous carriers. The mechanisms behind this are not clear, as in heterozygous carriers neither FV levels nor APC sensitivity ratio appeared reduced (95, 98, 100, 101). Possibly in conjunction with R506Q-FV in the same patient the heterozygous FV R2 haplotype may contribute to a reduction in APC sensitivity (95, 98, 100, 102). Furthermore, a meta-analysis of patient-based studies was not conclusive about the effect of the FV R2 haplotype variant for risk of thrombosis either by itself, or in conjunction with R506Q-FV (103). The FV R2 haplotype was also observed to have reduced anticoagulant function for APC in plasma based assays (40, 99). However, this FV variant is also associated with a reduced FV2:FV1 ratio (92, 104), resulting in a relative increase of FV1 concentration which is the FV form with reduced anticoagulant function and is the overall more thrombogenic form (86). This may contribute to the reduced anticoagulant activity of FV R2 derived from plasma (105). Yamazaki et al. (96) showed that the H1299R mutation, which is prevalent in the FV R2 haplotype, results in impaired glycosylation of the C-terminal part of the B domain of FV, an area which is required of the FV anticoagulant activity. Although the glycosylation of FV in relation to the anticoagulant function has not been formally investigated, this may be an indication of the importance of glycosylation in this part of the molecule.

Platelet derived FV may not have anticoagulant activity

In the blood, 20–25% of total FV is stored in alpha-granules of platelets (106). Platelet FV originates from plasma FV that is taken up by megakaryocytes, after which it undergoes additional posttranslational modification, distinguishing it from plasma FV (107–109). Most of the platelet FV pool is partially activated by cleavage at T1543 (107, 110). As an intact connection between the B domain and the light chain is required for FV anticoagulant function (29, 56), it is unlikely that platelet FV has any anticoagulant cofactor properties toward APC. However, to our knowledge no studies have been done that investigate platelet derived FV/FVa as an anticoagulant cofactor for APC/protein S.

Conclusion

The functional properties of the FV anticoagulant effect have been well characterised, but structural and mechanistic properties remain to be further explored. It is presently not known how cleavage at R506 changes the conformation of the FV molecule, or how anticoagulant FV interacts with the APC/protein S substrate complex. Elucidation of these characteristics may have important therapeutic implications, for example a FV-based molecule with only anticoagulant properties may be of great benefit for patients that carry the FV_{Leiden} mutation.
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